Matrix sealing problems have been extensively studied since Sinkhorn established in 1964 the following result: Any positive square matrix of order n is diagonally equivalent to a unique doubly stochastic matrix of order n, and the diagonal nuttriees which take part in the equivalence are unique up to scalar factors. We present a new elementary proof of the existence part of Sinldlorn's theorem which is based on well-known geometrical interpretations of doubly stochastic matrices and left and right multiplication by diagonal matrices.
to 1, and is doubly stochastic if the sum of the entries in each column and each row is equal to 1.
Two m × n matrices A and B are diagonally equivalent if there exist two diagonal matrices D 1 of order m and D 2 of order n with positive diagonal entries such that B = D1AD 2 (B is also said to be a scaling of A). Note that B = D 1 AD z if and only if for any positive )t.
The first paper concerning the problem of finding a scaling having prescribed row sums and column sums was that of Kruithof [6] , which examines an application to assessment of telephone traffic and describes a heuristic solution for the computation of corresponding scaling problems. Independently, Sinkhorn [12] studied doubly stochastic scalings of positive square matrices to estimate the transition probability matrix of a finite-dimensional Markov chain. He obtained the following interesting result: THEOREM 1. Any positive square matrix of order n is diagonally equivalent to a unique doubly stochastic matrix of order n, and the diagonal matrices which take part in the equivalence are unique up to scalar factors. Sinkhorn [12] established the existence of matrices B, D 1, and D 2 by a limiting algorithm similar to that of Kruithof [6] . Furthermore, he showed by using specific examples that the assumption that the matrix is positive cannot, in general, be relaxed to the one that it is nonnegative. Menon [7] obtained an easier proof of the existence part of Theorem 1, and gave reasons to explain why the assumption of positivity cannot be relaxed to nonnegativity.
Brualdi, Parter, and Schneider [3] proved a generalization of Theorem 1 by assuming that the square matrix is nonnegative and fully indecomposable. This generalization was discovered independently and proved differently by Sinkhorn and Knopp [13] .
It was shown by Perfect and Minsky [8] that for every fully indecomposable matrix there exists a doubly stochastic matrix with the same zero pattern. It follows that a nonnegative matrix has the same zero pattern as that of a doubly stochastic matrix if and only if it is permutationally equivalent to a direct sum of fully indecomposable matrices. Therefore, a nonnegative matrix is diagonally equivalent to a doubly stochastic matrix if and only if it is permutationally equivalent to a direct sum of fully indecomposable matrices.
A natural generalization of matrix scaling is to consider multidimensional matrices. The problem of scaling multidimensional positive matrices to achieve specific one-dimensional marginals was solved independently by Bapat [1] and Raghavan [9] . They combined their different approaches in [2] in order to handle the extended case with nonnegative multidimensional matrices. In their work it was essential to generalize a theorem of Darroch and Ratcliff [4] on loglinear models. Franklin and Lorenz [5] gave another elementary approach to the theorems of Bapat and Raghavan [2] by using Lagrange multipliers. The results on diagonal equivalence for nonnegative matrices are consequence of this generalized point of view.
Other papers that study more general scaling problems are [10, 11, 14] and references therein.
In Section 2 we introduce well-known geometrical interpretations of doubly stochastic matrices and left and right multiplication by diagonal matrices. In Section 3 we use them to obtain a new proof of the existence part of Sinkhorn's theorem. 
Let A be a real m × n matrix. Consider a diagonal matrix S = diag(sj) of order n with positive diagonal entries. The matrix AS has column vectors {s~a (1) ..... s,,a(")}, that is, the effect of the right diagonal multiplication is that the jth column vector of A if affected by the scalar factor sj. Consider now a diagonal matrix R = diag(r i) of order m with positive diagonal entries. In the matrix BA we observe that the ith coordinate of any column vector of A is affected by the scalar factor r i. Then the left diagonal multiplication is equivalent to the change of the canonieal basis by {(1/r 1 )e (1) ..... (1 / r,, )e (''')}. Therefore the jth column of BAS = [ris,a~j] gives us the coordinates of 
/..L n e (n)} be the vertices of T a and T c respectively. Consider the diagonal matrices
The matrix BAS is always column stochastic. Moreover, BAS is doubly stochastic if and only if the barycenters of T a and T c coincide.
EXISTENCE PART OF SINKHORN'S THEOREM
Now we will prove the existence part of Sinkhorn's theorem for the case of nonsingular positive matrices. The singular case will follow easily by a limiting procedure. Proof. We will prove this result for F A (an analogous proof is also valid for F c). Clearly By Theorem 2 there exist sequences of diagonal matrices, R k ---diag(r~ k) and S k = diag(s~), with positive diagonal entries such that for any k the matrix R k A k S k is doubly stochastic. As the set of doubly stochastic matrices is a compact set, then there exists some convergent subsequence R~A~S~ such that B = limk_,= R~A~kS~k is a doubly stochastic matrix. We can assume that B = lim k _.~ R k AkS ~.
As for any positive )t and any k we have ( )tRk)Ak ( 1 Sk ) = R k Ak Sk , then we can suppose that the entries of S k are bounded. Namely, we will make max{s~ ..... s~} = 1/~ for every k. For fixed k let jk ~ {1 ..... n} be such that s~, = 1/e. The entries in the jk-th column of A k S k will be greater than or equal to 1. Therefore it follows that max{r( ..... r~} ~ 1. As all the entries in all the given matrices are bounded then there exist convergent subsequences Ri~ ~ R and Six --* S with lim k~ RikAikSik = RAS = B.
Moreover, as B is a doubly stochastic matrix, it follows that the diagonal entries of the diagonal matrices R and S are positive.
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